Abstract—Affective state recognition has recently attracted a notable amount of attention in the research community, as it can be directly linked to a student’s performance during learning. Consequently, being able to retrieve the affect of a student can lead to more personalized education, targeting higher degrees of engagement and, thus, optimizing the learning experience and its outcomes. In this paper, we apply Machine Learning (ML) and present a novel approach for affect recognition in Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) by understanding learners’ experience through tracking their interactions with a serious game as a learning platform. We utilize a variety of interaction parameters to examine their potential to be used as an indicator of the learner’s affective state. Driven by the Theory of Flow model, we investigate the correspondence between the prediction of users’ self-reported affective states and the interaction features. Cross-subject evaluation using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) on a dataset of 32 participants interacting with the platform demonstrated that the proposed framework could achieve a significant precision in affect recognition. The subject-based evaluation highlighted the benefits of an adaptive personalized learning experience, contributing to achieving optimized levels of engagement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Personalized learning is an important topic in education, and therefore a significant amount of research is now driven towards personalized interfaces that can motivate and, actually, support the student in interacting with learning material in a highly engaging manner [12], [33]. While currently there is a huge interest in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL), such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), gamification of learning, and blogs, these systems, to a large extent, lack the capability of affect recognition which is a vital step towards achieving personalization. Conversely, in traditional education, teachers are capable of factoring the students’ affective states in their presentation and feedback strategies. Similarly, TEL must be able to understand the affective states of the users.

Goleman in [16], [17] stated that the brain operates to either boost or lower our performance in different domain of abilities such as learning and work. More specifically, he analyzed the relationship between one’s affective state and memory capacity. His research suggests that in educational contexts, stress, anxiety, and frustration experienced by a learner directly affect the learning outcome negatively. This challenge can be tackled through various Machine Learning (ML) techniques [33]. ML’s role relies on providing a timely and an appropriate guidance of students’ cognitive states where high-level affective content can be predicted from low-level human-centered signals, using different sources such as depth and RGB cameras, inertial sensors, speech signals or log-data [1], [3], [4], [6], [21]. Along with these extensively utilized signals, log-data and contextual information of the learner while interacting with TEL can provide an essential channel for affect recognition due to its wide availability and relevance in digital learning materials [10], [24].

Within this paper, we address the problem of affective states recognition utilizing contextual information and interaction parameters as features, despite the fact that this input is usually viewed solely through the prism of performance. We demonstrate the feasibility of identifying student’s affective state such as boredom, engagement and frustration in a learning environment, inspired by the Theory of Flow [9], [30], which is a well-known and grounded paradigm of how affect is modeled during interacting with learning and gamified applications [5], [7], [9], [20], [22], [27], [32]. Towards this aim, the main goal of this work is to model and design a learning activity-based tracker, utilizing digital interaction parameters and learning analytics information related to performance, difficulty level, the complexity of the learning activity, number of attempts, and time needed to accomplish a task. Fig. 1 displays two students playing the learning game we use in our study, while the system is tracking their interaction features and is utilizing machine learning techniques to predict their affective state.

Contributions. The contribution of this work can be summarized as follows: We propose an affect recognition approach, by developing a generic framework that adopts interaction tracking for affect recognition to be used in a variety
of scenarios through utilizing a leading standard in learning analytics, the Experience API (xAPI) (Sect. III-A). Through this framework, we are able to describe a series of parameters according to user-platform interaction, related to performance, the time needed to accomplish a goal, and level of difficulty. The benefit of the proposed approach relies upon its suitability to be adopted in various setups and devices, where specific sources of information are not available, such as depth or RGB information. Secondly, we use the model of the Theory of Flow [30] (Sect. III-D) as a model for affect inference in the learning environment. This model has three different states (namely, boredom, engagement, and frustration), obtained through self-annotation in a real operating environment of students interacting with an e-learning platform (Sec. III). Finally, we present an extensive analysis of our case-study research (Sect. IV) and showcase the applicability of our model cross-subjects and per-subject for inferring affect during learning. Summarizing, we introduce in this paper an application of machine learning algorithms for predicting the user’s affective state based on interaction parameters contributing to the education domain and specifically supporting TEL.

II. RELATED WORK

Affect recognition is a challenging problem due to its multimodal nature and the variability of affect expressivity across different individuals. These factors make sensing, modeling and recognizing affects a hard task [28]. This becomes even more evident in educational settings, where the research community has proposed various approaches for affect recognition, employing, most of the times, silo approaches that often make use of log-files [10], [24] and ambient sensing techniques [1]–[3], [21]. Unfortunately, these studies concluded with results that are not easily applicable on a satisfactorily wide range of educational settings.

The idea of correlating human behaviors with interaction context has been researched in a plethora of problems, aiming at interpreting the attention level of a user towards a certain goal using ML algorithms. For example, in educational settings, the authors in [24] studied affect prediction such as confusion, boredom and engagement through log-data of students in a math tutoring system. Their study shows a negative correlation between boredom and performance during problem-solving while engaged concentration and frustration are associated with positive learning. Similarly, authors in [10] used solely students’ interaction with a digital agent teaching algebra for affect recognition. Their work showed a performance which is better than chance at identifying engaged concentration, boredom, confusion and frustration. Moreover, many previous works have dealt with studying affect in gamification [31], [34], where the link between cognition and affect is the focus of attention.

In addition, facial expressions have been studied in TEL as an affect informative channel [1], [3]. However, many of these studies have focused on posed affect and did not take into account the nature of the classroom environment or the type of education provided, such as MOOCs, distance learning and digital learning. For example, in [21], Kapoor et al. studied affect using multimodal sensory information from the face, postural shifts and learners’ activity on the computer. Their approach employed Mixture of Gaussian Processes for data fusion. Additionally, several studies have been using speech as an input for affect recognition. In [4], authors proposed a framework for online feedback based on the learner’s vocal affect expression. Asteriadis et al. in [2] analyzed the case of using head movements and gaze patterns towards learning material to study the mapping between these cues and learners’ affective states. This would eventually lead to adaptation of the learning process towards more personalized learning.

III. DATA COLLECTION AND AFFECTIVE STATES MODEL

In TEL, there are different approaches proposed for data modeling and analysis with regards to affect recognition. One large family of approaches mainly deals with low-level data channels such as facial expressions, keystrokes, mouse events or gestures [2], [3]. [21]. However, as mentioned in the related work discussion, approaches which focus on high-level features, for example, learner’s activities, digital interactions and so forth, have not been extensively studied in the field of affect analysis.

Therefore, the focus of this research is placed on the latter family of techniques, which targets the high-level interaction features. In learning analytics, currently, there are different methods of standardization, one of the most recent specifications applied in learning contexts is the Experience API (xAPI) which focuses on the high-level activities [11], [29]. We gathered data using the xAPI standard through an interaction with an e-learning platform, developed for the scope of this research. This section details the developed game, the way the xAPI tracker is used, the necessary steps and instructions for the users, the statistics of the collected dataset, and the affective states model used.

A. Interaction Tracking

xAPI is a leading framework and an emerging standard for tracking and storing educational data [29]. The xAPI specification is two-fold, as it can both focus on the syntax of the data and, at the same time, define the characteristics of a Learning Record Storage (LRS), which serves as the end-point collecting and exchanging learning analytics traces [15], such as learning content, and learner’s activities and performance. When an activity is recorded, xAPI sends statements to the LRS. These experience statements are the core of xAPI, detailing the trajectories of learning activities for learning analytics, and providing the digital interactions for affect recognition in this study. The xAPI data format defines the experience statements with the attributes1 as listed in Table I.

The rationale behind choosing this standard to track the interactions of the learner with learning materials is mainly due to the following reasons: (1) xAPI is event-centered, covering a larger range of actions, as the field verb in xAPI statements

1https://experienceapi.com/statements-design/
A serious game has been developed for the scope of this research, consisting of a learning platform which, according to its complexity and levels of difficulty of its materials, is expected to generate different affect states to the student, who will then report them at the end of each session. Fig. 2 shows a screen-shot of this game, where the students can perform a question-based learning interaction with the platform. The game contains three types of questions namely: “choose an answer”, “true or false” and “fill in the blank”, where students are required to enter the whole answer. For collecting as much data as possible, a database that includes a total of 800 questions has been developed, covering four major topics: Mathematics, History, Sports and Geography. Moreover, the questions used have a varying difficulty level from 1 to 9 (in ascending order). Further details about the game flow and how the students can use it are listed below:

- A student logs in after creating an account, which includes her/his demographics information, competence (skills) on each topic presented in the game and her/his education level.
- Then, the student is directed towards an interface where she/he can choose a specific topic. Subsequently, a new learning session starts.
- In each learning session, the student is asked consecutively seven questions related to the chosen topic (belonging to one of the aforementioned three types of questions).
- After answering each question, the student is able to see whether her/his answer was correct or not.
- At the end of each session, the student is asked to provide self-annotations with regards to the experienced affective state, as boredom, engagement or frustration.
- Next, the platform provides the student with her/his score in the topic so far, and a comparison with the results of other students.
- The same procedure can be followed up to four different trials for each topic, while the level of difficulty increases after each session. Finally, the student has the choice of either continuing playing the game or logging out.

Regarding the modification of the level of difficulty, initially, the first level of a topic was selected randomly among the lowest three ones, while the subsequent levels were increased according to the student performance. It is important to note that users were given oral instructions about the game process they had to follow, the number of sessions they should complete and regarding self-annotation of the affective states. Their self-annotation has been used as the ground truth label of their interaction in a learning session.

C. xAPI Statement Description

Each of the steps mentioned above is associated with an xAPI statement for recording students’ activities and gathering their interaction parameters. In order to achieve this goal, a set of statements has been defined. The initial set which has been applied in this study is listed in Table II.

Using these pre-defined statements, it is possible to track, for example, when a student starts a new session (triggering the “initialized” verb), when a question is presented (“Game asked a question”) or when a learner responds correctly/wrongly (“Learner passed/failed a question”). To track when a learner does not provide an answer or skips a question, the “completion” field of the “Result” element is sent as False to indicate this event. This set of statements could be easily expanded to monitor a broader range of interactions.

---

**Table I: The xAPI framework’s attributes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field’s type</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mandatory fields</td>
<td>Actor, Verb and Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional fields</td>
<td>Result, Context, Timestamp (internal recording of timestamp), Authority,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Version and Attachments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2.** A screen-shot of a question example from the learning game.
D. Affective States Modelling

Previous studies used various models in affect recognition, such as the discrete model, proposed by Ekman [13] or dimensional ones that model affects on the valence and arousal dimensions [14]. In [13], Ekman described a theory that addresses the basic emotions (namely: anger, contempt, disgust, fear, interest, happiness, sadness and surprise). This model is widely used in affect recognition. However, in [26], authors suggested the use of a simplified model that students mostly use to express their state, interest, distress (frustration) or pleasure (enjoyment) rather than the general models of basic affects. Another model based on Yerken-Dodson Law, the so-called "sweet spot for achievement [17]", describes affect through three major states, namely disengagement, frazzle, and flow. These states have an impact on a person’s performance whether at work or during learning activities.

One of the models that has been proposed for modelling affect is the Theory of Flow (ToF), developed by Csíkszentmihályi in [9], [30]. Flow is the mental state experienced when a person conducts an activity in a state of deep involvement, in a feeling of energized focus, maximum engagement and enjoyment in the process [30]. ToF has been shown to be a very effective tool for measuring affect in the learning procedure, as it encapsulates the way learners perceive the learning content as a function of their skills and the challenge imposed by the learning materials [22], [27], [32]. In the research reported in [32], the authors studied students’ engagement using longitudinal data of 526 schools in U.S.. This work investigated the conditions of adolescents under which they reported their engagement. The research stated the increase of engagement when there is a balance between the students’ skill and the challenge of the given task. Moreover, the work in [22] examined students’ affective responses in distance learning by studying the cause and effect of flow experience and the impact of interaction on it. In addition, ToF has been widely applied in serious games [18], [19] and this theory has been extensively used and investigated in the domain of computational intelligence in serious games and the video game industry [5], [7], [20]. Therefore, ToF is presented as a convenient affect model in serious games, since it includes important requirements such as: clear goals, clear challenge-skill balance, immediate feedback, concentration, timelessness, and the ability of experiencing temporary loss of the feeling of self-consciousness.

Motivated by ToF and its use in both education and serious games, and due to the gamified character of our learning application, we adopted the basic model of ToF as defined in early work of Csíkszentmihályi in [9] and described in [7]. Fig. 3 presents the details of this model, which consists of three different zones, namely, boredom, flow (engagement) and anxiety (frustration). These states are the most relevant to the users’ skills and the amount of difficulty imposed by the learning application. In this model, for a certain user, keeping the balance between skill level and challenge dimensions leads to a positive effect, while a wrong selection can provoke either learners’ frustration or boredom.

The ground truth utilized in the collected data is based on the self-annotation of the experienced affective state by the participants. This annotation could be considered reliable since it was performed by the users themselves (bachelor and master students) following the guidelines outlined by the researchers and based on the ToF model.

E. Dataset Statistics

During data collection, diversity in participants’ population has been carefully considered in order to collect data from interactions of users with varying profiles in terms of age, education level and gender. Specifically, a dataset of 32 subjects has been collected where 18 females and 14 males voluntarily participated in the process. The users were either bachelor or masters students (12 master and 20 bachelor) with an average age of 22.40 ± 3.13. The participants can be grouped in two different knowledge profiles: 22 students from the Engineering department, and 10 are from the Faculty of Psychology at the University of Maastricht. The total duration of each experiment per participant lasted an average of 26 ± 5 minutes. Each student was asked to perform four learning sessions on the available four topics. However, some students...
performed less than four sessions leading to a total number of 459 recorded sessions, instead of 512. Data gathering was conducted in adjusted environments like classrooms.

IV. DATA EVALUATION

This section presents statistical data related to the gathered sessions and the interaction features extracted and modeled according to the xAPI standard stream. The approaches applied to evaluate the data (cross-subjects and subjects-based) and the implications of the results are discussed. Various classification methods had been applied, including Adaboost, Random Forest classifier, while the best results, which are reported next were obtained using radial basis Support Vector Machines (SVM).

A. Sessions Statistics

The collected 459 sessions were labeled as follows: 57 sessions as boredom, 272 sessions as engagement and 130 sessions as frustration using the provided self-annotations by the users. As we intentionally collected data from two different faculties (Engineering and Psychology), Fig. 4 presents the distribution of each affective state for the collected sessions, in each topic of the game among the students of both faculties independently. For example, the second column shows the ratio of the reported self-annotation in mathematics among engineering students. The table suggests a similar distribution of the states among both profiles with relatively higher frustration for psychology students in Mathematics, while engineering students show more frustration in the History topic.

B. Feature Vectors

Table III details the constructed feature vector for each session according to each student’s performance in it, the session information and the profile information provided by the students. Since a session consists of seven questions, there are 14 features related to the obtained scores and the time needed to answer each question. In addition, each session contains questions related to the same difficulty level and a trial value which represents the student’s stage in the game for a given topic. We also include the session duration, and a summary of the results in it through computing the ratio of correct, wrong and skipped answers. In the third column, four features regarding the student’s profile are included, where skill level is based on the students’ report of their level of knowledge in each topic presented in the game (graded in a scale ranging between 0 and 10), while the level of education can be either bachelor or master. Therefore, the resulted feature vector’s length is 24. These features provide overall descriptors, while our aim is to associate them with the learner’s affective state. Feature vectors were normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing them by the standard deviation.

C. Classification and Evaluation Schemes

We trained radial basis SVM\(^2\) classifiers making use of a one-vs-all strategy, in order to fit a classifier for each class against all other classes. This gives us the advantage of inspecting each class and its corresponding classifier. For instance, a separate classifier has been trained to infer frustration against both boredom and engagement classes. A similar approach was followed for boredom and engagement. During the testing phase, the three classifiers were fit on the test samples. Consequently, for a test sample, a classifier with maximal value was selected as a predictor of the affective state corresponding to a given session. We introduce next two evaluation strategies, cross-subject for testing the generality of our approach across students with different profiles, personality and knowledge base and subject-based for enabling an adaptive learning according to user’s personality, capable of detecting changes in the affective state of the user and proposing a way to improve his/her productivity and learning experience.

D. Cross-subject Evaluation

The cross-subject evaluation assesses the system performance in predicting the self-reported affective states, using cross-validation. As we aim at testing the system applicability to a new subject, we employ the leave-one-out cross-validation scheme (LOOCV), by dividing the data according to the users where, in each fold, we exclude one users’ data for testing while the rest of the users’ data is used for training. Furthermore, we also evaluate the system using 10-fold cross-validation, by dividing each class samples into ten partitions.

The performance on the collected data is reported in terms of precision, recall, and f1 score. The second and the third column in Table IV display the results of the two evaluation schemes on the collected data. In LOOCV, the classifier achieves good results obtaining a precision of 66%. Although the expectation is that experienced affective states and learning experience are person-specific notions, the achieved performance indicates the potential of the affect recognition system in TEL based on interaction parameters. Likewise, the results of the 10-folds evaluation in the third column are promising. The performance, in this case, is similar to the LOOCV which supports the generality of the framework for the prediction of the self-reported affective states in the digital learning environment.

Table V details the confusion matrix of the three states obtained from the LOOCV. As expected, the accuracy of engagement and frustration is higher compared to boredom. Indeed, most of the participants in the data collection reported engagement or frustration while only 50% of them reported the boredom state in any of their self-annotations. Additionally, this result can be due to the fact that the boredom state was

\(^2\)SVM implementation provided by scikit-learn [25] is used. Scikit-learn is a machine learning library for Python programming language. Soft margin cost function parameter C and the regulation parameter gamma are set to 100 and 0.1, respectively.
Fig. 4. Percentage of the self-assessment (its distribution) among the students in two faculties for each game’s topics.

### TABLE III
**Feature vector per session**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance features</th>
<th>Sessions’ summary features</th>
<th>Profile information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Score attained and time needed to answer each question</td>
<td>• Ratio of correct, wrong and skipped answers.</td>
<td>• Skill level in the session’s topic,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Difficulty level of the session</td>
<td>• Level of education,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Duration of the session</td>
<td>• Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of trial</td>
<td>• Gender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV
**Precision, recall and F1-score results obtained by SVM using the two validation schemes.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Subject-based validation</th>
<th>10-fold validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 score</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE V
**Confusion matrix obtained with the subject-based LOOCV.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Boredom</th>
<th>Engagement</th>
<th>Frustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boredom</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td>31.6%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engagement vs Non-engagement Evaluation: A further analysis was applied on the collected data for investigating the performance of the classification when considering the scenario of engagement versus non-engagement states. In this strategy, boredom and frustration sessions were assumed to represent the non-flow zone in the adopted affect model, as shown in Fig. 3. This simplification can assist in cases when the focus is on detecting the non-engagement states to adapt the learning experience according to learner’s competence and by prompting the right level of difficulty. Table VI illustrates the results of this scenario using LOOCV. Recall and precision have high values, fact which proves the ability of the proposed approach to distinguish between the states of engagement and non-engagement.

Fig. 5 gives a closer look at the results of this scenario among the two different faculties and the topics used in the game. When observing the obtained results of each faculty independently, we notice a higher detection accuracy of engagement than non-engagement for engineering students with an exception in sport, whereas for psychology students, in all topics, the detection of non-engagement is relatively higher than engagement. Indeed, the overall performance of engineering students was better than psychology students which might explain their engagement in playing the game, while for psychology students the non-engagement can be due to the perceived challenge and their lower interest towards the game topics. These observations and results are consistent with the Theory of Flow model. The obtained system accuracy shows how the game’s topic, challenge level, and students’ educational background can contribute to affective learning technologies.

### TABLE VI
**Performance of engagement versus non-engagement evaluation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Engagement vs Non-engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 score</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
E. Subject-based Evaluation

Both affect and personality traits contribute to the learning process. In addition, the difficulty level of the presented learning material can be perceived individually according to user’s competence, which can also influence her/his affective state. For this reason, a subject-based analysis is performed to study the ability of the system to predict the self-reported affective states, based on interaction features. This evaluation was applied for each user independently, by employing each session once for testing and the rest of the user sessions for training. The obtained results are included in Table VII, having a high precision of 74%, which is supported by the confusion matrix presented in Table VIII where a good accuracy detection is achieved for each state in the adopted affect model. It is important to mention, that the system was able to detect sudden changes of affective states (e.g. frustration after several engagement sessions or vice versa). The achieved results highlight the benefit of employing interaction features in customized and personalized learning activities according to the user’s affective state.

V. Conclusion

In this study, we presented a framework for affect recognition in TEL, based on contextual information and the tracking of interaction features during learning activities. For this purpose, we utilized a standard tool, the xAPI framework, for learning analytics and high-level activities tracking. We have developed a serious game, as a learning platform for data collection and evaluation of the proposed framework. We adopted the Theory of Flow as an affect model, used by the students to self-report their experienced affective state during the interaction with the platform. The results of affect recognition within the proposed framework indicate the potential usage of interaction parameters with learning materials as a useful channel for measuring students’ affective states. Specifically, we employed two evaluation strategies in combination with machine learning algorithms. The cross-subjects analysis highlighted the generalization ability of our system across students with different profiles (namely engineering and psychology), obtaining a good precision of 67% for three affective states and 75% when considering engagement vs. non-engagement states. Furthermore, the subject-based evaluation is especially useful in boosting the adaptive nature of the learning process to enhance the outcome of the learning experience, maximizing the learners’ knowledge acquisition and enabling personalization. The obtained results are promising in this direction, with a precision of 74% for the recognition of the three affective states.
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